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waning days, the grass-speakers have a vision of their end: "We are / the field / you saw / cut down / weeks ago / sodden, unmade."
The middle poems of the collection acknowledge both death and its rewards. Because the "Machinery / at the gap / has not mown / yet into us," the wind is welcomed to "move us / side by side / in a clover bed," to create its own intimacy as "one stalk leans / against another twinned / entwined," the whole field "never so / beautiful as in / [the] last days." This fullness as death approaches engenders, of course, the next year's crop: "I give and take / all life / in me / through days / that shake / the seed from me"; "My seed / spurt and sprout about me. / Winter / without me" ; "The full beasts / in us move on / house us in fields / for copulation / birth, re-insemination"; "Says / the seed head / nodding to / itself-/ poor eunuch / over the erection / it fought for: / 'I want to die, / I've shot / my bolt. This dawn I was. / This dark I am / not'." It also engenders the ritual of acceptance, the necessary beginning of the actual end: "Nothing so becomes us / as our leaving."
In the closing third of the book, Ennis's poetry proclaims moments of refusal, flashes of disillusionment: "I knew / this hour / would come / when I'd / be cut off / from myself "; "Our days come down in / the snide of wind / the belt of rain / just when we thought / these blue forenoons / shone for good"; "this is wisdom / to be / cut off / at the root. / Don't expect to see life / in your own lifetime." But it is here also that the poet confers the root of his vision. The lives of plants and humans, we find, are not his only subjects. Insofar as the act of writing is an attempt to outlive our mortality, the collection of poems itself becomes scriptural, a testament. When the harvest comes, it is not stalks but "our voices falling / side by side in swathes," as if death-literal or otherwise-were to end story. The metaphor of the field gives way, dead stalks become words out of the writer's pen. But they feed "uncertain landscapes / surnames / new vowels." The next generation, the readers, become "our why / in word / and deed," the reason to go on "Imagining creation."
Though the author says of Tráithníní that "These poems / . . .
[know] nothing / but their falling," they also "settle / as my one / testimony," prove that "this / shuddering / of stem" is not a final death. Or, ironically, that writing is a little death all its own, an attempt at survival, a "Maybe". Writers and stubbled fields alike are "hosts / most days," dependent on the hunger of others for their usefulness. And so John Ennis enters his own room where he might say, along with Dickinson, his "Message is committed / To Hands [he] cannot see." It is a message, and a collection, worth taking the slow route through-particularly to savor its great vocabulary of the earth of which we are all tenants.
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